



The Turn From a Lifestyle to a Way of Life: 












































In this paper the phenome-
non of commercialization of 
liberal feminism is problema-
tized. The critical analysis will 
be done with concepts which 
ǨƂǝƟȊƟʄʄǨŔȢƌêʄȲȊȊƟŔɝɝȊ˃ʄȲ
social movements in the arti-
ƂȊƟࢧ,ȲȢɷʙȜƟɧêʄɧŔʄƟǊǨƟɷŔȢƌ
êȲƂǨŔȊȲʶƟȜƟȢʄɷࢨࡲõǝƟŔǇȲɧƟ-
mentioned concepts being: tri-
ŔȢǊȊƟȲǇƂǝŔȢǊƟ࡬ȊǨǇƟɷʄ˃ȊƟƂȲȜ-
ȜǨʄȜƟȢʄ࡬ ƂǨʄǨˏƟȢ࢖ƂȲȢɷʙȜƟɧ࡬
and political consumerism. The 
goal of the paper is to criticize 
ɷȲȜƟŔɷɝƟƂʄɷȲǇʄǝƟࢧǇƟȜǨȢǨɷʄ
ȊǨǇƟɷʄ˃ȊƟࢨࡲõǝƟŔɝɝƟŔɧŔȢƂƟȲǇŔ
ʄɧǨŔȢǊȊƟȲǇࢧ ƂǝŔȢǊƟࢧ ɧƟǇƟɧɷ ʄȲ
a collaboration between the 
ɷʄŔʄƟ࡬ ŸʙɷǨȢƟɷɷƟɷ࡬ ŔȢƌ ɷȲƂǨŔȊ
movements with a common 
goal of influencing how an 
individual makes a lifestyle 
commitment. The adherent of 
a social movement becomes 
the activist by way of commer-
ƂǨŔȊ ƂȲȢɷʙȜɝʄǨȲȢ ȲǇ -ƟȢǊŔǊࢧ
ǨȢǊࢨȜƟƌǨŔࡲõǝŔʄ̋ Ŕ˃ʄǝƟɷȲƂǨŔȊ
movement itself becomes an 
























sider that one of the key strat-
egies of commercialized social 
movements is emotional allevi-
ation of burden of a consumer 
by means of creating an image 
of an engaged and politically 
conscious person. The spot-
light is on values of personal 
autonomy and the power of 
an individual in relation to the 
ɷȲƂǨƟʄ˃ŔɷŔʺǝȲȊƟ࡬ʺǝǨȊƟʄǝƟ
real function of that strategy 
is maintaining corporate cap-
italism and commercialization 
of all aspects of life.
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